Driving you to a better financial future
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Auto refinance platform delivers for consumers & lenders
Value to Consumers
●
●
●
●

Money saving offers
Offers in seconds
Great UX & service
Skip the DMV

Consumers seek $ savings

Value to Community Banks
● Match customers
& lenders
● Underwrites on
platform
● Customers save
$100/month
● NPS of 81

Matches consumers
with the best offers

●
●
●
●

Multi-channel marketing
Best-in-class platform
Fits their credit box
Compliant, profitable
customers

Great lenders
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Why MotoRefi is Unique
People

Our team delivers on the best
auto, lending & technology
capabilities in the industry

Tech

Partners

Proprietary lending platform and
CRM deliver great experience for
customers (NPS 81) and results
for our partners
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Customer Experience

Targeted Marketing

Documents/Funding

Landing Page

Credit Pull

Prequal Application

Offer Selection
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Process

Decisioning
Customer
Information

Vehicle Value &
Identification

Fulfillment
Real-time Credit
Decisioning

Online Document
Collection

Integration with
Lender Systems

Funding &
Titling

Done!

Basic information

License plate
lookups w/ Carfax

Credit bureau
integration

Vehicle value w/
NADA

Real-time decision
engine

DMV registration
lookup (future)

KYC checks w/
Alloy

Drag and drop
interface with easy
mobile uploads
DocuSign
integration for esignatures

Electronic loan
document delivery

MotoRefi handles
for the customer
API integration with
Wolters Kluwer
Lien Solutions for
titling and lien
perfection services
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Customer Stories

Better Business
Bureau Reviews
● BBB Accredited Business
● “A+” Rating with BBB
● 115+ Positive Customer
Reviews

“It was so easy to do business
with MotoRefi. They are so darn
nice and they follow through and
keep you posted along the way.
They answer their phone
immediately. The process went
so smoothly and I never left the
comfort of my recliner.”
– Laurel W, Florida (7/25/2019)

“I found the auto refinance to be
quick and easy. The MotoRefi
people were very helpful and
professional. They saved me
about three thousand dollars on
my refinance. I would recommend
them absolutely!”
– Mike P, New Jersey (7/30/2019)

“Saved me over $100 on my
monthly payment and lowered my
interest rate! Great Service.”
– Ali P, North Carolina (8/7/2019)

“They made the process super
easy and the communication was
great the whole time. I highly
recommend!”
– Sabrina C, Michigan (7/22/2019)
“Great experience! They were
there for every step and were
wonderful with answering all my
questions and being upfront and
honest.”
– Lindsay G., Virginia (4/10/2019)
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Financial Wellness Impact
“Thanks to MotoRefi, I was able to refinance my car in a short period of time. The process
was very easy. Now I’m saving over $300 monthly; which I’m using to pay my student
loans.”

“…Now I'm saving $311 every month; which I'm using to pay my student loan. Thank
you for the excellent customer service.”

“They saved me about three thousand dollars on my refinance. I would recommend
them absolutely!”
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Best Options
“They actually helped me, after trying with major banks to get refinancing help, they were
the only ones that helped me. I am so glad I ran across MotoRefi, It was so easy, they
kept me informed the whole time.”

“Really helpful company and customer service! We got a better rate than our own
Credit Union thanks to them. They made the process super easy and the communication
was great the whole time. I highly recommend!”
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Customer Service
“Would highly recommended to anyone trying to refinance anyone would love
this company, super awesome.”

“MotoRefi was SO EASY to work with!! They did all the work; all I had to do was
sign a few papers. They not only lowered my monthly payment, but my interest
rate lowered as well!! WONDERFUL customer service.”

“Great customer service and willing to work with you.”
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Success = Complete Satisfaction = Trifecta
Customers
Lenders
Marketing Partners

“I was able to save on my term of loan, interest rate, and monthly payment. Trifecta!”
“My interest was cut in half and I’m saving $70 a month! Complete satisfaction all around!”
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